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intellectual, but not a coward" Emilio Carmen "I listen to the music of these unique and inspiring characters and I have the special opportunity of
playing with them, sharing hours and hours of artistic creativity and friendship" Flamenco composer, musician, bandleader and pedagogue. He

has a very great and deep knowledge of Spanish Music and flamenco roots that go through the centuries. He can "see" flamenco coming from far
and go to the deepest things of its roots. In most concerts he accompanies a professional group of musicians, because he is a composer of

flamenco and he is able to collaborate with them on other genres, such as Andalucian music or other Mexican styles. He is dedicated to promote
flamenco as the repertoire and art of performing. Flamenco is an ancient dancing and music art. It is a beautiful combination of theatrical

elements with melodramatic rhythms to the music of guitars and lutes. There are flamenco theatres, or mostra houses, where we can enjoy the
flamenco. In these theatres we can enjoy the flamenco dances and shows and also listen to wonderful musical compositions of Spanish artists like
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life and death". José Luis Pérez (P
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